Abstract. In this paper we show the current state of the ongoing research concerning our prototype for a search engine on semi-structured data incorporating rules mined on extracted structured data. We illuminate some ideas from the research field of data mining and how to apply them to the retrieval process. Additionally, we show technical aspects and features of our search engine.
Introduction
Today's web search engines are still following the paradigm of keyword based search. Although this is the best choice for large scale web search engines, in terms of throughput and scalability, it inherently limits their abilities to accomplish more meaningful query tasks. On the other hand, XML query engines (e.g., based on XQuery or XPath) have powerful query capabilities but at the same time their dedication to XML or even more powerful languages and data formats like RDF and OWL with a global schema is their weakness, due to the fact that most web information is still stored in diverse formats and does not conform to common schemas. These formats include static and also dynamically generated HTML documents that are only accessible through portal interfaces.
In this work we implement a new kind of search engine that works on semistructured data and exploits rules mined in extracted structured information for query expansion. The search engine utilizes a light-weight but nevertheless expressive query language. First we briefly clarify some important aspects of the problem we try to solve:
-Used corpus and its internal representation (section 3): We want to comprise as many data sources as possible, including HTML and XML. Thus we can not make strong assumptions about the data format and our internal representation can only include the least common denominator of these data formats. Furthermore we want to integrate information contained in autonomous sources like web portals. -Types of queries that can (should) be effectively answered by our system (section 2): Very often queries aim to find certain objects or more generally concepts having special properties, e.g. a book with the title 'Database systems' or a car with the make 'Audi'. We refer to this kind of query as a 'Concept-based query'.
-Inclusion of statistical meta data (section 4): Meta data plays a crucial role in our approach since statistical meta data collected during document indexing is used for query formulation and for query processing. We try to analyze this information and exploit contained regularities. -Query Processing (section 5): We sketch our used query language and describe the evaluation process of a concept-based query. Furthermore we show how information obtained by analyzing the meta data is used to improve the query result.
The main research question in the context of this work is: How can we exploit structured (meta)data, that has been automatically extracted and transformed during indexing for semantically meaningful 'Conceptbased' querying on semi-structured heterogeneous data without making great demands on the data sources. This research question involves techniques used in data mining in combination with emerging approaches in information retrieval.
In the following sections we show not only how to investigate this research question but also how a possible approach could be integrated in our search engine that is prototypically implemented and is still 'under construction'.
Concept-Based Search
Almost all web search engines support keyword based search, but this style of query is strongly limited in its expressiveness. The keywords in a query do not have any semantic interconnection other than boolean operators. Examples for desirable semantic connections are the following: one term is a synonym for another term or -like in our system -one term describes a concept or concept property while the other one is an instance value or a refinement of the first term. This fact also limits today's search engines in their ability to encompass Deep Web sources due to the fact that they are unable to assign keywords to matching form fields. Note that XML query languages, on the other hand, would easily support this feature, by interpreting some keywords as element names (i.e., XML tags), corresponding to concepts, and others as element contents, corresponding to instance values. As an example, we consider the domain of car advertisements. Suppose we are looking for a brochure about the (car) Audi A4. For this information demand a typical query posed to a web search engine would be brochure Audi A4. This query could be ambiguous not only for a computer but also for a human user, because A4 is also a paper format. It is not clear whether we are looking for an A4 brochure about Audi or a brochure about an Audi A4. If we can only use keywords to express this query, there is no way to specify this semantic relationship. With the query language of our system, however, a solution would be a more elaborated query like car = 'Audi A4' AND brochure or Audi = 'A4' AND brochure or an even more elaborated query like car.make=-'AUDI' AND car.model='A4' AND brochure.format='A4'.
As we want to include diverse data formats and autonomous data sources we have to transform them into a common format.
Restructuring Data
To include as many semi-structured data formats as possible we have to restrict ourselves to the least common denominator. This is the mean of nesting to express semantical relations. Of course XML has this feature, but almost every kind of semi-structured data format either has this property or other structural features can be exploited to generate such a nested structure that encodes latent relations between textual parts. HTML, for example, partly supports such nesting. A simple transformation of HTML to XML would not solve the problem resp. express the internal sematic stuture of the document since the main drawback of HTML -in its current version -is that it focusses on visual representation, not on structure. This well known shortcoming does not imply that HTML contains no structure information at all but it has to be interpreted, analyzed and transformed or annotated. Because of this the transformation of XML into HTML is mainly based on heuristics, that mimic the cognition of a human while viewing a document. To check the applicability of these heuristics we apply additional techniques like classification of HTML tables (section 4).
If XML were already ubiquitously used, the semantic relationships among query terms could be reflected by associating them with specific tags along the hierarchical structure of documents. However, there are many ways to encode the same information in an XML document, e.g. by using different tags or a different structure. Figure 1 gives an example for the diversity that one may face for the information car.make='Audi' AND car.model='A4'. To cope with this structural and annotational diversity in non-schematic XML data, our system supports ontology-based similarity comparisons among different tag names and structures, and we answer queries by ranked result lists that reflect different similarity values. This feature was already present in our earlier work on ranked retrieval of XML data [1] ; in this work we apply it to arbitrary web data, not just to XML repositories. To this end we transform HTML pages and other web formats into "semantically" annotated XML documents. Obviously, without solving an "AI-complete" problem, the resulting annotations are often not that insightful (e.g., when creating a tag "section" or "heading"), but in some cases relatively simple heuristics can lead to meaningful XML data with a more clear structure than the original HTML or Latex documents. The following example ( Figure 2) shows some of the heuristics that we use in our transformation component. Headers (for example the tag h1 ) are used in HTML in a way such that the text belonging to the header is a sibling node. Our system transforms the HTML code by including the text belonging to the header as a child node of a tag representing the original header. Another example for our heuristics, with richer semantics, is the transformation of the HTML code <b>Make:</b>Audi into the following structure: <Make>Audi</Make>. This is based on the heuristics that a bold term with a colon is the concept (descriptor) of the following string. We have implemented a framework with different modules to convert various data formats into XML. Currently these modules are HTML2XML (for XML) and PDF2XML (for PDF). Other modules are under development. These modules are mainly based on heuristic rules.
Web Services and the Deep Web
Many information sources are not accessible via crawling. Rather one needs to fill out a query form for retrieving documents that are dynamically generated from some underlying databases. The key difficulty in automatically generating meaningful queries against such web portals is to assign the appropriate values (which may be given merely as a set of keywords) to the available parameters of the form. For this task, our system first analyzes the interface (e.g., the HTML form) to determine the available parameters ( [2] ). The result of the analysis is stored as meta information in a registry maintained by our search engine and used to generate wrappers that encapsulate the portal interface as a web service ( [3] ). Thus, each HTML form that we can successfully analyze is represented by a WSDL interface in our system (see [4] for more details on generating web services). For example, a form with a field labeled "model" and a pull-down menu of possible values to be queried would be represented as an explicit web service parameter with an enumeration type. When our search engine receives a query for the keyword A4, it compares this term with the parameter names and values in enumeration types, and can successfully map A4 to the car model parameter.
Collecting Meta Information
In parallel to the indexing process we want to collect and analyze meta data to support the query formulation as well as the query processing step. We especially want to exploit statistical information about structured data that we extracted during the indexing process by using various techniques.
First we try to detect tables in our source data that could contain statistical -perhaps semanticlly meaningfull-information. Since tables are mostly used for layout purposes this a complicated problem. In our work we adopted the work presented in [5] During data extraction errors may occur when extracting the property descriptors (e.g. determinig the table headers may fail or they might be missing at all) as well as during the extraction of instance data. For many subtasks algorithms and solutions are well known provided the correct abstraction. If we extract information consisting of some extracted property names (table header) with corresponding values (contained in the table body) and one 'column' without label but also with the corresponding values we can consider this value column as the probability distribution of a random variable. As a consequence we only have to compare this probability distribution with the distributions of possible candiate columns in our global schema. This can be done by computing the well known Kullbach-Leibler divergence of two value distributions p and q:
As a result we get a If we considered the values shown in table 2 as conditional probabilties, the probability P (M AKE = AU DI|M ODEL = A4) would be 0.97. But we also could consider every subset of properties, e.g. P (M AKE = AU DI|M ODEL = A4, Y EAR = 1998). In terms of data mining we could interpret the contigency table shown above as a two dimensional data cube. This would lead to the rule M ODEL = A4 → M AKE = Audi with confidence 0.97 that is equivalent to the conditional propability shown above 3 .Currently we explore different approaches and techniques from data mining [7] and database technologies namely discovering functional dependencies [8] .
Structured Querying of Unstructured Information
In this section we briefly sketch the query language used in our system and the query evaluation process using the mined relations.
Query Language
The internal query language of of our system resembles a highly simplified version of mainstream languages like SQL, XPath, or XQuery. Search conditions refer to concepts and values, which correspond to element names and contents in an XML setting and attribute names and values in an SQL setting. Unlike the established languages, however, we have added a similarity operator~that can be applied to concepts and values and was first introduced in the XXL query language [1] . This operator expands a term in the query with similar terms, supplied by an ontology. For example, a search for element names or content terms~car would not only return cars but also minivans and other highly similar results. For efficiency, the system supports only conjunctions of search conditions, no negations and no disjunctions. We believe that this is sufficient to cover almost all queries that web or intranet users would pose. Pages or XML elements that satisfy one or more search conditions are bound to variables, and by using a variable as a prefix in other conditions we can specify when multiple conditions must be satisfied by the same page. To express that different pages should be connected (with a small distance), we use the variables in path expressions, as if all data were truly XML. In contrast to XPath or XQuery, a path expression can be satisfied across document boundaries; so we consider connectivity in a global data graph. Our query language includes the following types of conditions: -Keyword conditions: Simple keyword search is supported because of its benefit for querying data without global schema or even unknown strucuture (see also [9, 10] for keyword search in an XML context). An example for finding a page or XML element that contains the words "Audi A4" is:
This condition has the form concept = value and would be the preferred type of searching if all web or intranet data were richly annotated with concepts corresponding to XML tags and values appearing in element or attribute contents. The comparison operator could be generalized to include type-specific comparisons (e.g., on dates). An example for this condition type is location=Cologne. -Similarity conditions: It is possible to use the similarity operator~with every concept or value term, to include similar terms as approximate matches. The query A.~car = BMW not only searches cars, but may also return matches with element names like "automobile", "limousine", "motorbike", etc. -Path conditions: We support two kinds of path conditions. Reachability through a single link is expressed by a dot notation combining multiple variables, and reachability through a path of arbitrary length uses the wildcard symbol '#'. These conditions take into consideration hyperlinks, the parentchild relationship within XML documents, and also arbitrary XPointer or XLink references across document boundaries.
Query Processing and Ranked Retrieval
Internally the query processor transforms a query into an operator tree consisting of Java objects. A concept-value condition is evaluated by first looking up the occurrences of both the concept name and the value in the index and then comparing the relative positions of each occurrence pair. In a good match, the concept is found 'above' the value with regard to the document structure; that is, the value should occur in a child node or a descendant of the node that matches the concept name. The distance between the two matches is reflected in the scoring of a result. Simple keyword conditions without~operator are fulfilled if the keyword occurs on a page. If the similarity operator is used and therefore this query condition is expanded with similiar terms a page is matched if one of these terms is found. The score for this condition depends on the similarity of the matched term compared to the original query term. Path conditions (i.e., reachability through a single link or arbitrary path) refer to multiple pages bound to different variables. Whenever the query processor has determined candidate matches for local conditions and bound to variables, it tests the path condition using the materialized transitive closure, and discards candidates that are not connected or too far apart. The score of a path condition is based on the path length between the considered pages. The order in which conditions are evaluated is determined by a coarse selectivity estimation using simple statistics about term frequencies. Portals are included if the concepts of one or more concept-value conditions can be matched with parameter descriptors of generated Web Services. In this case the corresponding values can be simply filled in or it is tried to match them with predefined values 4 . When portals are included into the search, the corresponding Web Services are invoked during query evaluation and their results are stored and indexed in a temporary table. The query processor treats the page with the query form and a result page returned by the portal as a single logical unit. This way, a result page is bound to the corresponding variable even if some conditions are actually satisfied by the query submission page (e.g., names of concepts appearing as labels in the form and values appearing in the result page). An approach for expanding the query using our analyzed metadata data could be implemented as follows:
Once a user submitted a query we try to map the concepts of the query conditions onto columns (representing properties) in our global meta data table. This can lead to several candidates. Subsequently we try to map the specified value onto an instance value for this row. If this is not possible we cannot expand our query and evaluate our query as described in the second part of this section.
If we succeed we are able to determine the concept clusters that contain this attribute and select rules containing the corresponding property on their left side. We sort the rules by increasing confidence 5 . First the query is evaluated without expansion. If results are retrieved the result is presented together with possible query extensions to the user. The user can refine his query with additional query extensions. If no results are found by the initial query the query is automatically expanded by the rule with the highest confidence. This is iteratively done until results are found or no more rules for extension are available.
